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Tenure : A Pressing
Problem At College
Harward Initiates Discussion
By PAUL MILLER
and CHRIS LUSE
A discussion of tenure given

Jan-nar-y

by Donald Harward, Vice
President tor Academic Attain,
will serve as the key note tor a
continuing examination of the ten-ar-e
system at The College of Wooster.
Harward stated that there were
basically two goals behind tenure
when it was introduced in the
IMO's: the preservation of academic freedom and the maintenance of
sufficient economic stability that
would result in academic quality.
Harward felt that these factors
are not empahasised as they once
were as Justifications for tenure.
In the wake of this development
Harward named three attacks that
are commonly made on the tenure
system . One starts with a certain
view of the nature of human motivation. In a business community
the threat of losing one's Job is a
powerful motivating factor. Without this factor, it could be argued
motivation .would
that professors'
decrease. - '
A second commonly cited problem presented by Harward concerns the removal of professors
who are not adequately performing
their duties. Under the tenure system such a person is extremely
difficult to remove except in eases
of gross negligence or moral turpitude..
The last negative aspect of tenure raised by Harward is its effect
upon curricular flexibility if the
number of those tenured becomes
the largest percentage of faculty.
Harward used the following hypothetical case as an example: a
11
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Dale Moon conducting the Concert Choir and the Wooeter Symphony Orchestra in Brahma Requiem last
Sunday evening In If eGaw ChapeL Photograph by Beth Korcman.

Ling Ta Leave Wooster After 35 Years
BY CAROL PEARSON

Recalls Happy Memories

"Give me a D,' give me an 'O,'
L give me a T.'
What's that spell?" The band
give me an

Jazs hands. It is predicted that over

a Jssx class and directs the
Band. He teaches other music

edumu-

ISO

candidates will apply for Dr. Ling's
position. Will the pipers, the dancers, the band, the tours, all the
traditions continue? Dr. Ling says
that the alumni association, development, admissions, and even the
Board of Trustees have "expressed
deep concern that everything continue."
The time and spirit that Stuart
Ling has given Wooster will long be
remembered. But the best part is,
Wooster has given him a great life

cation classes, coordinates the
sic therapy program, is an active
Ah yes, the familiar crazy bat member of St James Episcopal
love able Stuart Ling cheers are Church, and for the past six years
sheepishly yelled by the marching has been President of the Ohio
llmic Education Association.
band every football season.
How can anyone forget that silly
"I really love what I do. I cant
yellow hat Dr. Ling wears and the think of anything that I do that I
'
ever present clipboard in hand don't like," says Ling about his
while he watches the band perform career and life.
Of aR the things be does. Dr.
a new maneuver at Band Camp in
the summer? Or his casual manner Ling says one of the highlights has
d
Symphonic been the Scot Band tours over too.
of directing the
Band as they perform one of Ling's spring break. With the help of the
"I love Wooster," states Dr.
march arrangements like "John alumni association coordinators. Stuart Ling with huge smile. "I
Peel?""
Dr. Ling prepares a busy
wouldn't have stayed here for 35
tour in some section of the years if I hadn't thought it was a
Dr. Stuart Ling has been the
guiding force behind the Scot Sym- United States. The band travels great place!"
by day and performs
phonic and If arching Band for the and sight-see- s
past 35 years. Since he is retiring concerts at night in various
at the end of this year, this is a churches across the nation. One
time of memories and recollections recent trip took the Scot Band to
Florida where they marched at
for Dr. Ling.
Dr. Ling recalls that one of the Disney World. Not only are these
funniest times in Scot Band history tours an exciting experience but
happened during his first year at they help recruit future Wooster
Wooster. "The whole band .did a students from many states.
By E1TJLY DRAGS
Recruiting is Dr. Ling's special
left flank and at that point the
attempt to provide the
an
In
right
activity,
a
did
and
he
of
the
band
extracurricular
President
community with new comflank and he went about 20 yards will continue to do this for The Wooster
technology that is available,
before he realized he was all College after he retires. Another puter
College
the
will host a computer
funny
Though
composing
activity
now.
is
favorite
is
and
it
alone."
in late February.
back then Dr. Ling recalls, "I arranging music. His own music is fair
Bookstore manager Ed Burner
wanted to find a hole to crawl into played regularly by the Scot Band. developed
the idea hoping to
army
Glen
once
sure
Killer
Even
he
did
the
too!"
in
and Pm
Through all the years Dr. Ling Joined the army band that Dr. Ling "group together, under one roof,
has been here the band has had its was a member of for one night everything that is accessible to
ups and downs. He comments that Glen Miller and the gang per- everyone." The group computer
electronics companies, and
the moods of the band are "related formed Stuart Ling arrangements firms,
will be on campus for
to a lot of things. Partially it's bringing a little "swing" to the GIs publishers
day
answering
questions, prothe
leadership."
night
student
that
to
the
related
viding
experience,
on
exhibhands
e
marching-wismuThe band has been tight,
"I hope to continue writing
and musically, because of past sic," says Ling about retirement iting and demonstrating the latest
presidents such as Ken Hook, Rob plans. "If I could do only one thing in hardware.
Those companies attending the
Roy, and recently, drum major in the world I would get some
manuscript paper and a piano, and fair include: Apple, Burroughs,
Tim Slater.
Commodore, Digital. Epson, IBM.
The Scot Band is enough to keep write music."
anyone busy, but Stuart Ling is
Everyone wonders about the fate Hewlett Packard, Lanier, If onroe.
. ..Continued on Pag 1
involved in much more. He teaches
Scot Band. as it. changes
re-ponds."-DO

IT?"

.
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kilt-cla-

eight-totes-d- ay

Computer Fair
Coming To
Lowry Center

--

.

-- of-the

--

--

large number of professors in Department "X" are tenured and
student demand for courses rises in
Department "Y" and drops in Department "X". The College needs
to hire more Department "Y" professors, but it is economically hindered or prevented by the required
maintencance of a tenured, overstaffed Department "X".
Having reviewed some negative
aspects of tenure, Harward made
some qualifications. He expressed
doubt in the efficacy of business
methods (Le. the threat of firing)
as a motivating factor for professors at the College
Reading from a survey of the
backgrounds and character of professors at small liberal arts colleges (as expressed by those professors), Harward noted that they
were characterized by personal,
independently motivated Involvement in the college community.
Harward concluded that Wooster
and other liberal arts colleges operate on a collegiate, - and not a
business, model. In the ceSexiate
model, the members of the community must be given a good deal of
autonomy it is a necessary atmosphere for the original, independent
nature of higher academic pursuits.
Contrasting the College with a
business community, Harward declared that he was "nobody'
--

"

--

boss.

Ideally, said Harward, the collegiate model creates a community
devoted to learning, not profit; and
it is within the collegiate model
that tenure makes sense. It guarantees autonomy.

Proposal To Change
Meal Hours Rejected
By EMILY DRAGE

Recently the Administration denied the request for the dinner
meal hours to be changed to
5:007:00. The proposal was made
in a letter presented to the President by the Athletic Department in
order to improve the eating accomodations of sports participants.
Said President Copeland, "At a
liberal arts institution such aa
Wooster, why should or would there
be practice after :00 p.m.?" After
an investigation fanO the feasiblity
of the alteration in times, the
decision was made to maintain the
4:454:30 arrangement. Continued
CopelandThe number of students
wanting to eat at 4:45 is quite a
large one. Based on the results of
our inquiries the cost of the change
would be extensive running into
the thousands of dollars. We would
have to pay overtime since workers
would be on the Job more than
eight hours."
As far as student employees are
concerned,'Workers Are anxious to
--

get out There are speakers to hear

in the evening, movies to see, and
other activities to partake In - The
shift in time would prevent workers
from leaving the Job before :C8
since it takes an hour and a half to

cleanup."
Supporters of the proposal
argued that trainers and athletes
Continued on Page 1

Memento
Planned
A tree m memory of Wendrl
Woonaeott win be planted on thcl
campus in the spring. Any tndlvidn-- l
al or group wishing to share in thiq
memorial ahould send the girt tc
the College of Wooster. in care ell
tne Development Office, Indie attar

that It is a memorial girt fori
wendy.
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Did You Ever Notice...
I have long been a fan of Andy Rooney's. Not a big fan but a fan
nonetheless. Through the years I have often found his perspective on
life to be an extremely refreshing and welcome one. Many hate him.
I think he's a breath of fresh air after hearing Morley Safer, Mike
Wallace, Ed Bradley and Harry Reasoner speak of terrorism. AIDS,
and high level embezzlement for nearly an hour. Just how often is it
that someone acquires the ability to pull out fascination from the
obvious
to explore the consistencies of the commonplace and
somehow make them seem abstract?
What if we could borrow Andy Rooney for a day. Would he find
the kinds of things that he does sitting at his desk at CBS? And if be
did happen to visit this lonely corner of rural Ohio, what might his
observations be? Perhaps some of the following:
1. Did you ever notice that people with backpacks only use one
shoulder strap? Why is this? They have two of them. That's what
they're there for. If no one is going to use the second strap then why
don't they make backpacks with only one strap? I don't understand.
2. And why is it that every time someone in Wayne County
e
burns
flushes their toilet, you invariably end up getting
over three-fourtof your body from the contingent blast of hot
water from the shower? If the water from the toilets and the showers
is going through the same system then why doesn't toilet water come
out of the shower heads? Who knows, maybe it does. In a sense we
all eventually become human rats in an avoidance learning
experiment. We first hear the flush (unless of course it comes from
off campus) and then we associate it with the ensuing spurt of
scalding hot water. Soon we become conditioned and we learn to
avoid the hot water. Just like a rat. B.F. Skinner, you' were right
3. And why do you think they call it "gourmet" casserole? Does a
gourmet really cook it? I've never seen a gourmet in the kitchen; at
least not what I would envision as the standard gourmet, with the
chefs hat and the Cuisinart All I ever see in the kitchen are a lot of
people who wish they were somewhere else. Maybe what they meant
to say was "gormay" casserole. Could it possibly be one of singer
Edie Gormay's recipes? If it is. then did Steve Lawrence help make
up the recipe. Because if he did they should probably call it
Gormay" or "Gormay
Lawrence" casserole don't
"Lawrence
you think?
4. Have you ever really seen someone laughing all the way to the
bank? I haven't In, fact the other day I had to walk all the way to
Bank 1 in the freezing cold so that I might later have the opportunity
to write checks that couldn't be cashed at Lowry Center. I wasn't
laughing; I wasn't even happy. No one at the bank was laughing
either. I wonder how such cliche get started?
5. And why do you think they call Kenarden Lodge a lodge when
all of the other campus dwellings are either halls or houses. When I
think of a lodge I think of a fireplace at a ski resort with a bar and
lots of hot apple cider with rum, of course. Do they have any of that
at Kenarden? I don't think so; I've never seen it They hardly even
have adequate plumbing. If they don't have it now will they get it in
the future? I certainly hope so.
6. And finally, why do they call it Ohio? Ohio ... listen to it It
sounds like the first word uttered by a baby neanderthal man.
Pennsylvania and Vermont and Kentucky; now those are real names.
But Ohio? Maybe for a new brand of cereal, but not for a state. But if
its
you've ever been to Ohio, you can probably see how the state-goname. As many say, it's the only state to begin with a zero and end
third-degre-

hs

Soup And
American Priorities
By KARL P. KENNING
Give the people what they want
surely, they know best?

It is said that in a democracy,
the people always have the leadership that they want and I almost
believe it By this rule, apparently,
the majority of Americans have not
desired an intelligent presidency
for a long time, perhaps since
Lincoln. Yes, Wilson did give us
exceptional credit; but neither of
his popular votes was a majority,
interestingly enough, and his own
people rejected his foresighted
League of Nations. Perhaps an

t

with a zero.
Oh well, my time is up now. I must be getting back to CBS before
they get ahold of my flight number and shoot down my plane.

intellectually capable president

would threaten the public's
I don't know. But if the
majority of Americans wanted such
a president one of our shrewd
political parties would have the
self-imag-

MAC SQUD2R

Sig Presiden t Replies
Editors:

Wait a minute! I believe I have
finally realized what an editor of a
school newspaper's job consists of.
Apparently, as I see it the position
is used to enrage as many people
on campus as possible. The way I
see it Tom, perhaps you could
attack the evils of sleeping or
maybe the horrible world of athletics. After all you have already
admitted that you really do not
have to know what you're writing
about You could possibly have
your own pen name. How about the

"Moralistic Bombadier."
I was a bit confused for a while
but it is a lot better since I realized
you are not some sort of maternal
figure. My mother is alive and well
and did a fine job of raising me.
However.she did not raise me in
.plastic I am capable of handling
my life, so please no more lectures.
.There is one item that particularly irks me. I just cannot conceive
how anyone can attack the fraternal system when the closest they
have come to Hell week was to
hear fraternity songs from their
room in Douglass. No one who has
not taken part in Hell week as an

business-sens- e

active or pledge could possibly
know what takes place. Oh excuse
me, I left out observers. Our observers described Sig hell week as
"ingenious." We must be doing
something right because despite
administrative pressure every active pulled together and did their
part And, if I might add, it made
us tighter than ever.
It was also stated that sections
need to have more of a function
than a Saturday night
Sorry buddy but this institution
obviously enjoys the distinction of
being socially impoverished. We
are basically the only social life.
Despite all your efforts students
still enjoy partying on weekends.
So we intend to throw as many
parties as possible. There is no
need for us to take part in some
function that you deem suitable.
We have enough problems as it is
without trying to make you happy.
We have also gotten the short end
of the stick for too long so direct
your attention towards the. other
end. As I see we do not owe you
anything.
beer-bash-

Prof Disturbed

.

--

Chris Coloracci

Phi Sigma Alpha

e;

to provide such a

candidate.
We in America are civilized. This
means that instead of being lured
by political candidates with promises of bread and meat, or guns and
freedom, we have the elegance to
be wooed by such political dowries
as tax cuts and subsidy. Our civilization is a refined egocentrism
refined in its lack of urgent necessity. We don't starve, but "somehow, nothing satisfies like beef."
Other peoples may struggle against
time and the elements to provide
clothing and shelter for themselves; we privileged Americans
struggle for new ' and satisfying
ways to beguile hours of leisure
time. As a people. America is the
Rome of public baths and Dyoni-sia-n
orgies, not the Greece of
academia and symposia; we are
merely plebian, and not anthropos.
And- - why not? Was not Rome'
might-ie-r
than Greece? ...
Am I suggesting that Americans
need to see beyond their own bank
balance, beyond their own ,
beyond their own noses?
Certainly . I should not suggest
g
Wooster
such a thing in
of the Middle West "Mix generous
portions of culture, industry, natural resources, commerce and intel
sub-socie-

ligence, and you have WOOSTER"
(co 'the Phone Book'). The 'Paris'
of Wayne County, no less. Well, at
least this "Paris" has no fear of
losing a Tour' Eiffel an Arc de
Triomphe, a Louvre and all its
treasures, a Notre Dame through
careless overkill armament
It has been suggested that Wooster students care little for important global issues; but this is only
symptomatic of much of America.
Nuclear warfare is as remote and
legendary as Merlin and dragons;
it is more real to the droves of
peaee-inteEuropeans with gutted
cathedrals, shelled museums and
Auschwitz in their backyard.
It is a pity that the Auction for
Coolness was bigger on this campus than the invasion of Grenada,
that the Super Bowl was more
closely attended to than the Korean
jetliner. Americans, like so many
hungry children in Senegal, are
sensitive only to themselves, and to
now. Unlike third-worl-d
hunger victims, Americans have no excuse;
the graces of civilization enable us
to see beyond ourselves. if- we
choose. Even Rome spread roads,
aqueducts and peace throughout
the known world; but America
exports mere goods, and seldom if
hot for profit
Perhaps, this kind of civilization
mankind doesn't need.
nt

self-smu-

-

.

Editors:

I hope that yon will make it quite
plain to your readers that the lurid
headline which adorned my letter
was entirely your creation. Denunciation and condemnation don't accomplish much, except perhaps to
generate self--righteousness in the
denouncer, and that wasn't my
intent What I did try to do was to
look bard at what we are told, and
just to ask some questions which
seem to arise out of that to attempt to evoke some discussion of
these matters before they lapse
back into the gray of "I'm. OK;
You're OK." If the questions are
stigmatized as "denunciations," it
is all too easy for those who could
clarify them to step aside on the
grounds that they do not wish to get
involved in something so petty.
James Haden

NOTES
OVER:

FROM

ALL

A majority of respondents to a
Psychology Today survey said
they'd rather have the first 2,000
people listed in the phone book run
the country than Harvard's faculty
... There's no evidence soap operas
are bad for you, say Cleveland
State Profs. Robert Abelman and
Klmberly Neuendorf.
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International Events

To Tho Col logo
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Sun.-Thur- s.

Compiled by Chris Lose

(Washington) President Reagan

0:30-11:0-

officially announced his candidacy

for reelection in November. In remarks prepared for last Sunday's
nationally televised speech, Reagan
ended speculation that he would
retire instead of seeking a second
term. Reagan, who is 72 years old,
said it was "a difficult personal
decision" to run again, but that he
felt he had much left to accomplish; The Republican incumbent is
presently high in the public opinion
polls, and he said
Bush and I would like your continued support and cooperation in
completing what we have begun
three years ago."
(Washington) In Reagan's nationally televised speech Sunday, he
applauded the economic recovery
of the nation. He pointed to reduced
inflation, reduced interest rates,
and the recovery of industry and
commerce. Reagan also, said that
the U.S. now has a credible defense
and deterrence, and can safely talk
to the U.S.S.R. about arms reductions. However, he. glossed over
such failures as the terrorist attacks in Lebanon and an increasing
budget deficit. Earlier, a Reagan-propos-

GREEK FOOD AND PIZZA
154 West Liberty Streef ; i
PHONE

tion.

r':

'

;

anti-terroris-

m

-

oped

a

Pentagon-base- d

counter-terroris- m

strike force and other
similar CIA teams.
(Moscow) The 'Soviets accused
the U.S. of breaking arms accords,
the official news agency Tass reported. A diplomatic message listing the specific violations of the
bilateral pacts was sent to the State
Dept. The note came in response to
similar charges last week by
.
on Page 8
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Caroline Bird presenting her lecture, "The Future of Work," last
Monday evening at McGaw ChapeL Photograph by John Sxekeres.
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Bloom Presents S.G.A.
Stop Wooster Hosts Computer Fair
Art.Prgram : With EdPitRiinser
Ctoottaued from Page 1"
'

(Beirut) One U.S. Marine was
Michael Bloom, Program Assokilled during a daylong clash between U.S. Marines and Druse ciate in Theatre and Writing, will
militia, in which three other civil- be on. campus at Wooster on
ians were killed. 29 others were Wednesday and Thursday, Februwounded. Meanwhile, House Demo- ary 8 and 9, to speak with interestcratic leaders drafted a resolution ed students and faculty about the
calling for "the prompt and orderly GLCA. New York Arts Program.
He will be giving a slide show
withdrawal" of the Marines. Earlier, diplomatic efforts were increased as the fighting continued.
U.S. envoy Rumsfeld and Saudi
mediators worked to break the
three week impasse on a security
plan for Beirut U.S. jets flew
reconnaisance over southern Beirut, and U.S.. Navy helicopters
drew missile fire from Druse positions. Both Italy and Great Britain
earlier in the week pledged continued presence in Lebanon. President
Gemayel's administration bowed to
Druse demands that 500 to 800
Druse soldiers be reinstated into
the army, after refusing to fight in
September's civil warfare.
(Washington) The CIA is working
with friendly nations to create a
network. A lack
new
of inside information about the
growing numbers of terrorist
groups has hampered the effort,
sources report. Reagan restored
800 covert staff positions cut by the
Carter administration. White House
sources say. Despite claims of improved CIA performance, terrorism
has been a black eye for the
agency. The U.S. has. also devel-

2M-CS-C3

(Adjacent corner from Frcedl&hders) i
11 a.m.11 p.m,
Hours: Monday-Thursda- y
11
&
Friday Saturday ann'Mldnlght
Sunday Noon-llp.-

ed

calling for a bipartisan "down payment" on the deficit drew criticism
- from Democrats,
who called K a
delaying action until after the elec-

!

0

FAMILY RESTAUnAMT

"Vice-Preside- nt

deficit cutting appeal,-,

Only

presentation on Wednesday, the
8th, at 7:30 pm. in the seminar

The Student Government Association will sponsor a pit stop with
Ed Runser, Manager of Florence
O. Wilson Bookstore, on Thursday,
February 9, at 6:15 p.m. The discussion will focus on the prices of
books in the bookstore.

room of Severance Hall, and will be
available to speak with people both

--

:'

"

--f-

?.:

Wang, Victor, Xerox, and NEC.
The publishers involved will be
Howard Sams, John Wiley,
Book Store, NASCORP. "The
computer fair isn't just a trade
show other things are happening."
says Don Harward,
for Academic Affairs. Besides basic displays there will be a section
for career choices, an explanation
of Wooster Net, various presents- -

tions, and educational series aired
introduction to
on PBS with
'computing.
The fair is' open to all Wooster
students, residents of Wooster and
anyone else Interested in looking
into computer options. It begins at

Na-gra- m

Vice-Preside-

nt

11:00

a.m. and runs until 7:00 p.m.

The bookstore will be open late
evening.

that

and the following
morning between 9 and 11 a.m. on
the ninth.
For more information contact
Professor Joan Krejcar (art department), who is the campus representative for the program.

afterwards,

Proposal To
Change Meal
Hours Rejected
Page
Continued from

1

could not make it to meals at

times.

The

President

be-

lieves, "Howard Raber will accomodate for everyone. There are alternatives for those few who can't
work within the status quo. Meal
chips are available at Mom's and

teams may be served at different
times if the request is made."
The final decision was based on
the monetary implications of such
a change and the premise that the
present arrangement was adequately serving the majority of
Wooster's students. Concluded
Copeland'Nebody's not being
fed."
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Brings
Weekend Alternative
Dinner-Theatr- e

By SARAH McGRAW

Have you grown weary of the
same old mealtime - routine at
Wooster; dinners that entail standing in line, packing into the dining
halL and general confusion and
disorder once you are seated and
eating those delicious morsels? If
so, there is an alternative to the
hustle and bustle of campus- eating
next weekend on Nov.
The Student Activities Board is
sponsoring a dinner theatre on
campus at lehabod's. catered by
Spiro Matsos, Wooster's own gourmet of Greek cuisine and pizza.
During dinner, the comedy team of
faculty member. ' Richard Figge,
and student, Martin MacDougalL
will be providing the entertainment They will present a
show, written by Dudley Moore and
Peter Cook called "Good Evening,"
which was chosen for its 'off the
wall,' Monty Python-typ- e
humor.
--

-

9-1-1.

two-ma- n,

m

folk-roc- k,

0,

-

col-labort- ed

ed

early-exposu- re

Continued on Page S
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4. Bookends (1968)

at-

.

Elton John's live and sadly, rather obscure,
the date of the
performance) is one of the punchiest albums I can think of; some
very elegant basic rock'n'roll. Finally, when the Talking Heads
with Adrian Belew on
Remain In Light, it does something
for me that makes me feel that the
rapport between them heightened
their already superb creative powers.
That's my personal rundown.
Even between two people, there is
much diversity, and here's Dave
with his favorite 10.
to form
If I were
my own "desert island" list Tm
afraid it would differ substantially
from Franz.
Unlike Franz list, mine contains
nothing more recent than 1973, a
fact which stems from my
to rock'n'roll. One of the
first songs I remember hearing as
a child was "Let It Be," hence. I
became a big Beatles fan and over
the years I've expanded from those
early roots. With that in mind, my
list unfurls:
1. Sergeant Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band (1967)
"Sgt Pepper" ushered in the
psychedelic era and featured the
Beatles at their creative peak. Perhaps the most Important album of
the Rock Era.
2. Highway 61 Revisited (1965)
Simply stated: Dylan at his very
best Highlighted by "Like A Rolling Stone!"
3. Let It Bleed (1969)
The rivalry between The Rolling
Stones and The Beatles reached its
height in the late '60's and that is
2ue. in part, to this fine album
which contains "You Can't Always
Get What You Want" and "Midnight Rambler" among others.
.hard-press-

man

ed

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

FILMS: Psycho I, 7 p.m.
Psycho II. 9:30 p.m.
Mateer Auditorium, fl.
ICHABOD'S: Entertainment.

of a related theme.
11-17--

one-legg-

tempting to audition for the part of
Tarsan, and a talk with the proprietor of a.
restaurant
called The Frog and Peach. Assuming that the two-pamenu of fine
food and hilarious schtick tempts
you away from Lowry Center for
one night, the price of a $7 ticket is
not unreasonable. Besides, the actors add, "When is laughter more
necessary or welcome than in the
depths of winter in Ohio?"
The program starts at 7 p.m.,
and tickets can be bought at Lowry
Center Front Desk, Maurer's Pharmacy, and Matsos Family Restautickets cost 39).
rant
Figge and McDougall predict
that "Good Evening" win "please
the palate and tickle the

Compiled by Susan Figge

ct

By FRANZ JANTZEN
can't be funk, and they can't be
fusion, such as Spyro Gyra. They
and DAVE ALBIN
Some nights ago I was sitting can't be greatest hits compilations,
around with David Albin and Chris either; they have to be original
Hale, and we got to discussing rock albums. Next.' ask yourself whether
albums. We all agreed that, aside you feel that the album is creativefrom a lot of commercial bubble-gu- ly significnt; whether or not the
poprock, there were true crea- artist(s) were rehashing something
tive artists who took the rock music old or making a new statement, a
format (just as Mozart worked new sound, or whether the album is
within the basic generic require- symbolic of their sound, or style.
My personal list would have to
ments of a symphony to produce
the 40th, for example) and molded include some
some psyit into their own form of individual chedelic rock, some heavy metal,
creative expression. These artists' . and some surreal. First, I don't
integrity was just as high as the think I could live without a copy of
highly esteemed "Classical' 'com- Abbey Road by the Beatles; I
posers.
might even say that I find side two
With a lot of enthusiasm, we tried to be the most coherent, lyrical
to figure out what were the "Ten piece produced by the rock era.
Greatest Rock Albums of All Band of Gypsies, Jimi Hendrix'
Time." After struggling with the New Year's Eve concert of 1969-7criteria (which would have to be contains some- of the most infecextremely precise) for quite some tious examples I have ever heard
time, we finally figured out that the of his life jamming style, what I
task was impossible, at least for us. feel he is best at For me it's hard
None of us are professional stu- to pick a Led Zeppelin album, and I
dents of rock, or knew the spec- feel my list should include one,
trum of the style well enough to be because of their immense change;
called authorities. Part of the com- for diversity I picked their third
plexity stemmed from the fact that album.
we all had definite opinions of what
I thought very hard concerning
we considered to be the best.
which Simon and Garfunkel album
But what we all thought would be to include, and finally decided on
interesting was if we could get a BookendSi exemplitive of their
response to ths question from a lot mastery of studio sounds, and what
of people
what do you think are I think is a peak in their creativity.
great albums
and see if certain I would also include (though I think
albums surface in most people's a lot of people wouldn't) John
minds as being creatively signifi- Denver's Rocky Mountain High, the
cant and influential (but not neces- first record I ever bought and what
sarily popular). Anyway, Dave and I think to be bis best
The psychedelic artists have done
I came up with the following.
we want only 10. A a lot of stuff that I think are
Remember
helpful visualization might be to significant Wish You Were Hereby
consider being stranded on a desert Pink Floyd and Fragile by Yes are
island with a fine stereo, a bunch of two slighty surreal, complex works
Twinkles, a pipe, a love, and
that I find to be great compositions.
Ten Rock Records. Which albums I would include Paul Simon twice
would you pick that you would the second work being his solo One
Trick Pony, which, like Wish You
never get tired of?
First, they should be rock ... they. Were Here, is a conceptual album

Nativity, a

Calendar

Jamie Hiikim. Maria Whitaker, and Jeff Rider (left to right) following a performance of their LS. theatre
production "Musical Signature." Haakhu directed the production which was acted and written by Rider
and Whitaker. The one-aplay ran last Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. Photograph by John Sxekeres.

Students Pick World's
Greatest Rock Albums

The ' outrageous scenes in the
show include an interview with the
shepherd who was present at the

WOOSTER WINTER OLYMPICS
FILMS: Psycho L 7 p.m.
Psycho n. 9:30 p.m.

-

Mateer Auditorium, 31.

ICHABOD'S:

Entertainment

x
10-- 2

a.m.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5

FILM: Annie Hall, H.S.A., 1977. Woody Allen's quick-pace- d
comedy
about the anxieties and pretensions of life and love in contemporary
society fuses penetrating wit and surprising film techniques. Starring
Diane Keaton and Allen, who also directed and
the
screenplay with Marshall Brickman, the film won Oscars for Best
Picture. Best Director, Best Actress, and Best Screenplay. Mateer
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m., admission free.
co-author-

ed

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7
CONVOCATION: Cruise Missiles and Neutral Finland. George

LATIN AMERICA WEEK FILM: Mateer Auditorium. 7:30 p.m.

Maude. Fulbright Scholar in Residence. Do you as an individual' feel
powerless in the face of continuing arms deployment? What about a
small neutral nation, powerless to prevent the possible flight of
missiles now being deployed in Western Europe through its neutral
air space? Professor Maude, who teaches international relations at
the University of Turku, Finland, win discuss the problem of Finnish
, responsibility and the ways in which the possibility of political
'neutrality is called into question in the nuclear age. Mateer
Auditorium. 11 a.m.
CLERGY ACADEMY OF RELIGION: Religion and Politics. Wayne
W. Cowan, editor. Christianity and Crisis, Lean Lecture Room, 1:15
p.m. Admission free to College of Wooster community.
LATIN AMERICA WEEK LECTURE:
in Latin America: Cultural Diversity and Identity, Richard Jackson, Carlton
University, Ottawa, Lean Lecture Room, 7:30 p.m.
Afro-Ameri-

ca

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY
8
p.m.

HEALTH PAIR: Lowry Center Lounge,

11-- 7

LATIN AMERICA WEEK LECTURE: Mexican Cultural Identity vs.
the Praxis of Progress, David Paul. College of Wooster student Lean
Lecture Room, 7:30 p.m.
p.m.
ICHABOD'S.
9--11

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9

GREAT DECISION: South Africa: Can U.S. Policies Influence
Change? Student debate. Lean Lecture Room, 7:30 p.m.
LATIN AMERICA WEEK FILM : Mateer Auditorium. 7:30 p.m.
DINNER THEATRE: Good Evening: A Comedy Review, by Peter
Cooke and Dudley Moore, starring Richard Figge and Martin
McDougaJL lehabod's. 7 p.m., admission charge.
'

.

Record
Just For The Undercover

Cleveland
Opera Trip

Stones
RollingVANDECREEK

A group is being organized
Listed to "She Was Hot" and then
By DREW
to "She's So Cold;" locate Prof. Pablo Valencia, of the Deptlj
"Undercover" must be considered yet another step down in the
performance
Se- 'A
of The Barter of
decline of the Rolling Stones, once each; that's an example of "white
1
am
am
f .
,
muupera.
by
oacKgrounu
band.
noise, ionmess
vine
ine uieveiana
rock's ablest mainstream
iki
The Rolling Stones are responsible sic. Listen to "Wanna Hold You" jets for Friday evening, March 2,
.for some of rock's transcend ant from "Undercover" and then listen may be obtained by contacting Mr.
- : Valencia.
moments; "Undercover" is not one to "Littel T&A." More
The Rolling Stones no longer
of them.
d
songs with disRegardless of whether you ap- write
prove of the band and their atti- tinctive riffs, they merely pound
With
tudes of Rolling Stones did an out a generic rhythm, crank up the
admirable job of interpreting white noise and let it roU. Aside
frequented by the A.V. worker-be( subvariations, there are many difblues rock into from the aforementioned tracks,
Chuck Berry-style- d
this could be an indication of class
some
of
ferences. Here is a list of
the best white blues sound of the the songs on "Undercover" are sad
distinction. Their main activity is
the most common types.
'60s. They eventually synthesized Jokes. On "Wanna Hold You" and
very peculiar: it is exactly the
Front-Deske-r:
strange
Way
a
generic
Down"
band
and
the
successour
of
list
The
"All the
Next in
one of the most influential,
of that of the normal
ful and consistent sounds of the sleepwalks through instantly for- unfathomable creatures are a type. This is by far the largest opposite
library user in that it involves
rock era while maintaining genuine gettable guitar lines and the now group of variations on the species category of librarian commonly placing
books on shelves instead of
specifically, the available today. Their range is
stock Stones Homo Sapiens
integrity in their work.
usually much more limited than removing them. This has had many
"Beggars' Banquet" is a truck rhythm, obscuring all else. "Too librarian. There are many
classifiers puzzled for quite some
rock classic, a deadly sober re- Much Blood," "Feel on Baby" and iationi of this creature, but all have most, mostly by choice; they prefer time
as to the reasons behind this
most
amato
in
Up"sound
the
common
assist
to be available
characteristics:
like
several
sponse to the loopy pretensions to "Pretty Beat
1) Their range varies extensive- mundane of functions which is car- odd reversal; the predominant
art of Sgt Pepper. "Let It Bleed,' teurs experimenting over a preloaning theory is that it is caused by a
ly, spreading from the lowest form ried out by the library
while a good album, was the begin- recorded background.
Decpeople
to genetic deficiency.'
Dewey
Rolling
(the
point
Stones' of systematization
and also refer
books
At this
the
ning of the end; the Stones had
Librarian: the odbegun to cheapen themselves. The self destruction on vinyl is no imal areas), through the middle other types of librarians who may The Reference
type of alL
most
unusual
dest
and
"anonyother
once
solve
was
to
of
meaningful.
more
their
grounds
the
able
be
There
longer
is
uncharted
Shelter"
brilliance of "Gimme
is the type
The
librarian
reference
struggle
highest
problems.
forms
mous pile," to the
offset by the banality of "Money a sense of transcendant
worker: also about which la known the least;
The Audio-VisuMan." " Get Yer Ya Ya's Out" it a running through the music, which and examples of classification, the
however, more and more insight is
decent live set, with Hick Taylor's grew and changed from album to Library of Congress System; and known as an "A.V. worker-bee.- "
being
gained in this area. We do
represents
of
affection
have
to
Generally
known
levels
lowest
well,
from
the
as
album. Now each album
slide guitar stealing the show.
k
materials stored, know that their range is the most
"Sticky Fingers" is a great al- a decline in overall quality; there periodicals to the farthest reaches for the
away in libraries, these specialized extensive ox an, not oeing umitea
bum, expansive in musical and is no change of style here, as the of computing.
types
you
are
crammed
are almost as limited as the to or from any areas whatsoever
believe,
2)
this
memories
would
relihave
Their
Stones
lyrical scope; but the band's
However, their within the library; we also know
ance on cheap, lurid cliches, most is a decline into mnskal apathy. with knowledge of the most trivial Front-Deske-r.
these creatures have a mental
notably on the album cover and in Now the Rolling Stones are like sort, including- "How to use the range has been known to be quite that
capacity
of some three times the
some
is
such
hours
times,
"What
who
variable;
lack
the
and
at
fighters
prize
Record"
Serial
personal broken
their
worker-bee- s
have actually been normal librarian. While their
heart to contend for the title but the library open."
lives, hinted at decline.
S) Their favorite greeting phrase
of the library! The reason tton is not entirely clear, we also
"Exile on Main Street' is one of can still exploit their decaying talopponents
you?"
help
for
this
is not entirely clear; how- - have some new theories on that:
"May
for
against
ents
I
lis
the greatest rock and roll records
However, within their various ever, it may be assumed that their namely, that the reference librari-reasoprofit.
and
fun
ever recorded: picking up where
are extremely pressing, an's prime purpose in life is to set
sster-jfor- since this is the only type known to an example for the normal library
exhibit this behavior. Their most user in how to go about doing
DUB KUURUIKUn ll I rmJ
common range, however, remains research.
themes of decadence and despair.
Other theories include: "Their
matethe area storing audio-visuThe album' careens through deis to oversee the entire library
Job
rial.
grees of musical quaity; "Ventilafunction
inter- this explains
we
to
Thought
by
are
some
What
everybody's.
of
The
Shelver:
4
Page
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Continued
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Greatest
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Rock's
Over
although
one,
ites.
However, the rest of the album
Send in your list to either otherwise, however, because of the the library, and therefore become
roars with a volcanic power caught troubled Waters is a very close Best?
or C- - extreme range of the group they walking libraries themselves." and
Dave or me. Boxes
on vinyl; this time the Stones' own second.
published
will
1927.
be
1971
The
results
have been observed in almost ev-- even "Their Job Is to sit around and
5. Tea for the Tmerman
souls are in the fire, caught in the
paper
day
this
ery area in the library. They do. look important and fool the
the
two
from
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and
Harold
seen
ever
you've
disturbingso
If
portrayed
show
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I
you
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from
an
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hear
by
which,
tend to avoid the section gists."
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cover.
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make
coincidence,
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of
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career,
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of
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that there were reference librariTime," you know the music of Cat
their
ans before there were zoologists, so
this
of
much
1973's "Goat's Head Soup" quick- Stevens. In fact
the fourth theory is not as likely.
which includes "Wild
ly raised the question was "Exile" album
The Computer Consultant: a subto Find Out"
the Stones' swan song as the World," "On the RoadNowhere"
set
of the reference librarian. Their
world's greatest rock and roll and "Miles Fromin
range, however, is most startling:
'An
film.
that
were
showcased
have
subsequent
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Their
band?
not only do they confine themselves
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repeatedly answered with a re- exquisite and beautiful album.
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normally to the area in which are
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Abbey
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Road
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Side
album.
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Blue,"
and
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and Roll."
have sought out on campus an
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Give
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"You
from
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"Some Girls,"
areas in which there is a concentraEnd"
is
Money"
to
"The
cue" and "Tattoo You" have been Your enough to
of similar items and located
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there as naturally as
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"Come
when
by
but
overwhelmed
list
return to form
though
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"Something"
from
Together"
and
general nonchalance on the part of
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of
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Side One and "Here Comes the
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This writer also wishes to point
a
serious
Abbey
makes
Road
Sun,"
bad,
and
not
are
The albums
out that there are many other
sound quite good when compared to bid for "Greatest Album of the
of the library; some
inhabitants
some other mainstram rock acts; Rock Era."
are librarians, such as Technical
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Moon
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Side
of
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Dark
3
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-demonstrates
however, each
Librarians or Documents librari- '
lack of direction or conviction.
ans; however, so little is known
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No
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OAC Gontests
Scots
In
Victorious
THE WOOSTER VOICE Post Impressive Victories Over Yeomen, Lords
Thinclads Humbled In

Tri-Me- et

P

"We put together two good
games back to back," commented
Coach Lu Wims on his Scots' impressive victories over Oberlin and
Kenyon this past week. Wooster
handed the Yeomen a convincing
4
defeat and followed with an
0
thrashing of the. Kenyon

in
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By JOHN STAPLE TON

.-S-

Sports

if

71-5-

By DAVID BOOP
Men's indoor
The illness-ridde- n
track team was humbled at
last Friday night The
host Bishops finished second in the
trimeet with 60 points, while
captured the contest with 103.
Wooster was a distant third with 18.
Despite the scarcity of points, there
were some positive notes for the
Scots.
The most impressive performance of the evening was turned in
by senior
Andy Baird.
Baird was a winner in the 600 and
finished third in the 880. His winning time in the 600 was 1:16.3,
while he clocked a 2:05 in the half.
Freshman Paul Fleming contributed to the cause with a 9:56 two mile
which was good enough for a third.
The sprinters and field people
also had some noteworthy efforts.

80-5-

left off a week ago by finishing
third in the 60 yard hurdles in 8.0.
Despite a nagging leg injury, Fred
Lumpkin finished the 60 yard dash
in 6.7 and fourth place. Jeff Jones
competed for the first time in. the
long jump and soared 19'1" which
gave Wooster another second. Senior Gary Ferner pole vaulted 106",
Both the 880 and mile relays
crossed the finish in third place.
Coach Jim Bean, who has been in
France this past week, will hopefully take, a rejuvinated and psyched
team to Denison Saturday for the
Livingston Relays. Senior Bill
Jackson and a few others have yet
to perform this season, and this is a
sign that the Scots can improve in
their upcoming meets. The memory of the past week should be an
incentive to propel the Scots to
John Taylor picked up where he higher standards.
Ohio-Wesley- an

Tri-Sta- te

co-capta-

in

Wooster Sports Schedule
February

3--

9

.

Men's Basketball

Feb. 4 at Heidelberg
Feb. S at Wittenberg

Women's Basketball
Feb. 4 Allegheny
Feb. 8 M alone

Men's and Women's Swimming
Feb.
Feb.

4
7

at Wittenberg
Ohio Northern

Men's Indoor Track
.

Feb. 4 at Granville, Livingston Relays

Lords.

"I think we surprised 6 Oberlin," Wims stated. "We played a
tough zone defense the entire game
which held Oberlin's 20 point man,
Elliot Beard, to half a dozen."
On offense, the Scotts performed
what Wims called. "Our finest execution to date," as Wooster shot a
phenomenal 60 percent from the
field. The Scots were again paced
by Senior Jesse Smith with 18
points and 14 rebounds. Scott Mccormick and Eric Short added 12
and 10 respectively.
Last weekend the Scots blew the
Kenyon Lords and
Coach
Bill Brown right out of Timken
Gymnasium. The Scots shooting
percentage (53 percent) lifted them
to a 3 halftime lead over the
hapless
Lords.
"On paper we were expected to
win the contest," Wims reflected,
"But we still had to go out and play
the game we did."
Jesse Smithied the scots with 15
points .'and 10 - rebounds. Junior
guard Al Wentx added 13 and Sophomore John Peterson came off the
bench to score 11 points.
"The guys are beginning to understand what is expected ' of
them," Wims sUted, "It is starting
to pay off ; on the boards, defense
and in bur offensive scheme. The
big men are scoring and we have to
do that to win."
Wims also noted areas in which
the Scots need improvement At the
free throw line, Wooster is shooting
a miserable 63 percent. Another
area in which Wims expressed
concern was the team's rebounding. He noted some adequate individual efforts but as a whole, the
team has room for improvement
9--

ex-W- oo

30-1-

1-- 17

80-5-0.

(5-2- ).

1)

-

:

rH

Feb. 3 at Ohio Wesleyan

LAS7

AaAd

"A Night
For Men Only"
Come to

Joy-Cee-

s

on February 10th "
p.m.
from
127 W. North Street
7-- 10

at

for your "Valentine."
Give your Darling
a gift sweeter than candy
for Valentine's Day
featuring Darling Cody Fashions.

Phone

262-459- 8

i

Wooster sophomore John Peterson goes up strong for two of his 11
points in last week's action against Kenyon. The Scots won the
contest convincingly,
Photograph by Marc Miller.
"The
The Scots play two crucial OAC Wittenberg Tigers 12-- 7
road games this week. Saturday OAC is pretty balanced this year,"
against the 17-- 3 (7-Student Wims feels, "Eight or nine teams
Princes of Heidelberg and Wednes- could win and at this point, anyday Wooster squares off against the thing can happen."

Women's Indoor Track

i

"

'

"

'

PREPARATTWN

I

CASSETTES

SnUEUPTOSpO

ACROSS
1 LSAT
2 GMAT

1GRE
4 MCAT
5 DAT
MAT

7 PCAT

DOWN
VAT

It

TOEFL
11 SSAT

12PSAT
13 SAT
14 ACT
15 MSKP

'
"
.

1 NMB
2 VQE
3 ECFMG
4 FLEX
SNDB
S-NPBI

7NCB-- I

I OCAT

SCGFNS

SGRE PSYCH
GRE BIO
11 ACHIEVEMENTS
12 NURSING BDS
13 CPA
14 SPEED READING
15 ESI REVIEW
IS INTRO TO
LAW SCHOOL
1

Top Artists! Major Labels!

Mtay.HMyllMi CtaHtailMhMI

itnlrbrSMttdMtlM.

Great Gift Ideas
Get Tonr Farorltes at BIc Olseoaatsi

Florence O- - VJHson
Bookstore

tsz

EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

The Shaker House
3700 Northf ield Rd.
Shaker Heights, Ohio
216-491-82-

28
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Lane Line,

i

Women's Swimming
Head Swim Coach Judi Flohr had
a special reason to be happy with
the Scotties' victorious romp over
the women swimmers of Oberlin.
The win was the 50th for her, and
the team was very enthused about

,

it

ii

The Scotties wasted no time

get-

free-styl-

f

e

'-

Men's Swimming

onds, in the 1000 freestyle and the
100 fly.
The following weekend, the women were at Kenyon for the annual
Kenyon Invitational. They faced
some of the toughest teams in the
nation, but were able to fare Very
welL Kenyon was the narrow win),
Dent- ner over Allegheny
son took third with 307 points and
Wooster was fourth with 248. The
Scotties were able to place well in a

The Fighting Scots Hen's Swim
team has been keeping busy since
the beginning of the new semester.
On Jan. 21. the team travelled to
Cleveland to face John Carroll Uni-

(384-381-

versity.

Scott McLean and Tim Bruno
were the only Scots to individually
pull in first places against a tough
J.C.U. squad. Bruno bested the
field on the three meter boards and
added a third place on the one
meter. McLean easily won the 500
freestyle, and chipped in a third
place finish in the 200 freestyle.
Though the Scots had a hard time
getting into the winners circle, they
were able to grab a number of
second and third place finishes that
made it impossible for John Carroll
to run away with the meet Final
score: John Carroll 85, Wooster 47.
This past weekend, the , Scots
travelled to Gambler for a two day
meet with Kenyon College and a
number of area swim teams. Not
surprisingly, the Kenyon Lords won
their invitational with a whooping
557.5 points, trailed by Denison
(287) and Allegheny (202.5). The
Scots finished seventh out of the 10
teams, and had a number of good
swims.
"Pete Lawson and George Miller
both had good 200 breast-strok- e

number of races, and it was the
older swimmers who did a lot of
the point scoring.
Sherri Sterlng did well, taking
third in the 100 fly and fifth in the
200 LM.. Senior Marie Neumer
finished 12th in the 200 I.M. and
Senior Laurie Birkenberger took
10th in the 200 backstroke. Junior
Susan Allan placed fifth in the 200
freestyle and the 100 fly. Junior Jen
Rodgers placed llth in the 200 free
and ninth in the 50 free, while her
roommate Amy Russ took eighth in
the 100 fly and sixth in the 200
breaststroke.
Freshman Betsy 'Barrett took
seventh in the 200 freestyle and
Kay Schwerzler had the best finish
of any freshman, third in the 50
freestyle. Mandy Zipf and Shelly
Jones both placed in the 200 breast-stroktaking ninth and 12th place
respectively.
Coach Flohr was pleased with the
results from the meet and is predicting faster times as the team
begins to taper. .
.

ting started, as the 400 medley
relay team of Handy Zipf, Amy
Russ, Sherri Sterling, and Ifarrie
. Neumer won the first event Zipf
had an excellent meet overall, winning the 100 and 200 breaststroke.
as well as swimmins on the victo
e
relay.
rious 800
Ear Schwerzler was also impres
sive, winning the 50 and the 100
freestyle. She was strongly supported by Jen Rodgers, who took second in both events. Betsy Barrett
had what Flohr called "a great 400
L1C." and her time was second only
Rathge-be- r
to that of Sterling.-Bizziwon the 150 freestyle and Amy
Russ took top honors in the 200
second
freestyle, : while adding
- place finish in the 100 butterfly.
' The divers were able to share the
honors as Angela Moretta won the
three meter and Bobbi Coluni won
the one meter.
Coach Flohr was "pleased with
the consistency of the good times,
they are being repeated and we are
not resting for meets.
On the 21st, the Scotties faced
what Js always their toughest duel
meet - of the- - year, swimming
against Kenyon College.
Senior Sherri Sterling, was the
only double winner for the Scotties,
as she won both the 100 and 200
butterfly. She also took second
place in the 200 backstroke. The
divers repeated their performances
of the 17th with Coluni again win- - nlng on the one meter and Morreta

e,

.

--

times" noted head Coach Judi

Flohr. "Matt Christen had a good
100 fly and Bill Andrew swam
well." Christen's fly time was good
enough for a ninth place in this
highly competitive meet and John
Keiter, returning after a year off,
took 10th in the 100 backstroke and
12th in the 50 freestyle.
. '
Judi Flohr says that she is
pleased with the results, notlng"we
are not resting for our meets and
we are still seeing consistently
good times." The Scots next home
meet is next Tuesday against the
Polar Bears of Ohio Northern.

-

.

--

taking the three meter board.
Freshman If andy Zipf added a first
place in the 200 Llf. and Junior
Susan Allan bagged a pair of sec
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Grassman played an outstanding
game. Along with her scoring and
rebounding Grassman had three
assists and four steals.
The Scotties played good team
ball, and during spurts of intensity
outplayed Ohio Dominican, but
were unable to put it all together
for a win.
The Scotties needed a win against
Cedarville. AH , season they had
been losing games due to inexperi

I I

"

steal

The Scotties team offense shot a
season high 48 from the field and
committed only 15 turnovers. On
defense the Scotties controlled the
boards with effective boxing out
and a well executed diamond and
one defense.

Last Tuesday's game was at
and tomorrow the
Scotties host Allegheny at 2:00
Ohio-Wesleya-
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By QUINCY ADAMS
In the last two weeks the Wooster ence. Coach Nichols had been doing
Scotties have finally evolved into a an excellent job of correcting the
team. The Scotties split their last mistakes made in each game. She
two games, losing at Ohio Domini- improved their press breaking, beton Tuesday January 24, tered their rebounding skills, and
can
and then winning at home last established more cohesiveness and
patience in their offense.
Saturday against Cederville,
The Scotties shooting percentage
In both games the Scotties displayed basketball prowess that had been very low and was Coach
casts a bright ray of hope for the Nichols' main concern leading up
to the Cedarville game. Cedar-vine- 's
future.
shooting percentage was a
The Scotties came off of a close
loss to a strong Ohio Northern, strong 45 for the season.. Their six
team looking for a victory at Ohio foot center Lisa Campbell was
Dominican. Their confidence was shooting 59 from the .field and
high and Coach Nan Nichols felt averaging 15 points a game.
The first half was slow paced but
that the turning point in the season
had already been reached. The the Scotties were executing their
women were ready to start win- offense and defense welL Wooster
at the half. The keys to
trailed
ning.
Ohio Dominican had a good bal- the second half were intensity and
ance of height and speed and were patience. The Scotties, did not atused to playing on a small court tack in spurts, but rather sustained
Dominican was able to attack the a high level of intensity throughout
Scotties with strong rebounding and the half. Their patience on offense
a quick fast break. Kusan, a 6'2" usually resulted in a basket as they
center for,. Ohio Dominican had worked the ball well around the
the majority of ODU's rebounds and perimeter of the zone. ...
Lisa Diment bit six buckets from
most of their 16 blocked shots. She
was the game high scorer with 20 the outside for 12 of her sixteen
points, most of them coming on fast points. Barb Davis had a quiet first
-- .
:.- - half on offense, but mine second
break
High scorer for the Scotties was half scored seven points, and shut
Junior center M.B. Bentler with 14 down CampbelL The lead went to
points, 12 of which came in the Wooster late in the second half, but
second half. Bentler hit six of nine the game was tied with time runshots from the field. Wooster put ning out when Bentler canned a
together a balanced offensive at; baseline jumper to seal the win.
Following Diluent's 16 points in
tack; Amy Smith had 13 points,
Jenny Grassman had 12 and Lisa scoring were Bentler with 12,
Diment had ten. giving the Scotties Grassman with eleven, and Smith
with ten. Barb Davis had a well
four players in double figures.
xThe Scotties played an aggres- rounded game with seven points.
sive game on the boards. Amy seven rebounds, four steals and
Smith and Jenny Grassman. had three assists. Amy Smith hauled
eight rebounds each. Barb Davis down eight rebounds, dished out
had seven. Bentler had five, Lisa eight assists, and recorded two
Diment four, and Karen Johnson steals. Jenny Grassman had four
three. Freshman guard Jenny rebounds, five assists, and one
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gan. However, Reagan sent a clear
signal through arms negotiator Edward Rowny that the U.S. was
eager to resume talks on arms
reduction.
(Washington) Sen. John Glenn
dismissed his longtime campaign
manager William White, and
brought in Gerald Vento, his Iowa
coordinator as his successor. Presidential hopeful Walter Mondale
proposed a package of defense cuts
and tax boosts, including a 15
corporate tax and a 10 surcharge
on affluent individuals. He received
four times as many delegates in the
Democratic House caucuses as his
nearest rival, John Glenn.
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Levin says most high-tec- h
jobs
don't require more than a high
.school diploma to get, and that
there'll be a very small demand for
programmers in the future.
Levin says many computer manufacturers in other parts of the
world get along with illiterate assembly line workers.
He advises getting a liberal arts
education to be safe.
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Employment And Aid
Information Offered
College students expecting
to need financial aid or summer
employment are urged to write now
to The Scholarship Bank. According to the director, Steve Dans,
private financial aid donors consi
der applications on a year-roun-d
basis and now is the best time to
start looking for fall '84 aid. The
Scholarship Bank will send each
of up to 50
student a print-ou- t
sources of aid that appear just
right for each student based on his

her response to a questionnaire
sent by the bank.
The Scholarship Bank Is the larg- est organization in the U.S. devoted '
to finding private financial aid for r
students, and each jrear receives:
over 10,000 requests for such infer-- 1
mation.
According to the director, the
bank supplements the work of the
college financial aid office by finding private funding sources such as
from civic, trade, educational and
industry groups.
This year the bank has added
2,500 new summer employment
jobs and urges students who wish
to find summer work in their chosen professional fields to write for
information. The director recently
announced the introduction of a
new computer, Victor WOO to handle scholarship data and give students free yearly updated information.
Students with financial need
should send a business-sisenvelope
stamped,
to The Scholarship Bank, 10100
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles,
e,

self-address- ed

Ca. 90067.

Full refunds for textbooks will only be given until
Jan. 31, ISM. No refund will be allowed without a cash
register receipt.
Beginning February 1, 1984, a dropadd slip and a
register receipt must be presented in order to receive
a partial credit. The refund will only be given within 5
days of the date of the dropadd slip.
No refunds will be given during the last 10 days of
classes.
IN ALL CASES, THE BOOKS TO BE REFUNDED MUST BE IN 100 NEW, SALEABLE

Now the time to think about .
your college ring. Not jutt any
ring a MK Gold College Ring
'
from ArtCarved. The karat gold
velry that's designed and hand
tor lasting, value.
led to
crafted
And now an ArtCarved UK Gold
College Ring more affordable than you ;
think. Choose from an entire collection of '
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save S25. This otter is tor a limited time :
--

ECOTS'

a

DATE:
TIME:

116 South Market St.
Wooster, Ohio 44691

only so come in and see at the great
ArtCarved styles with the custom options
that can let you have the ring of your
choice, the way you want .
style. Graduate to gold!
So graduate

PLACE:

216

HiimCird or yfm
263-00- 35
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Opens: Monday -- Saturday 9:00am
Closes: 9:00pm Monday and Friday
5:00pm other days
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